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Abstract. In this paper we prove that the multidimensional Hele-Shaw problem with
kinetic condition at the free boundary is the limit case of the Stefan problem with kinetic
condition at the free boundary in the classical sense when the specific heat e goes to zero.
The method is the use of a fixed point theorem; the key step is to construct a suitable
function space in which we can get the existence and uniform estimates with respect to
e > 0 at the same time as for classical solutions of the multidimensional Stefan problem
with kinetic condition at the free boundary. For the sake of simplicity, we only consider
one-phase problems in three space dimensions, although the method used here is also
applicable for two-phase problems and any space dimensions.

1. Introduction. Suppose fl c M3 is a bounded annual domain with dfl = r0 U Ti;
here To is the outside boundary of 0 and is the inside one. Let Uo<t<7'r(^) be the
(unknown) free boundary with T(0) = To and Tit = Ti x [0,7"]. Denote the domain
between T(£) and Fi by

The Stefan problem with kinetic condition at the free boundary is to find a temperature
field u(x,t), x G 0 <t<T, and a free boundary Uo<«t^(^)' satisfying (see [1])

edt u — A u = 0, x G f2(f), 0 <t <T,

u = g(x,t) onT1T,

u = Vn on T(i), 0 <t<T, (1.1)
du

vn = on T(t), 0 < t < T,

u{x, 0) = Uq(x) ont = 0,
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where e > 0 is the specific heat, n is the unit normal on F(i) towards the outside of £l(t)
and Vn is the normal velocity in the n direction. g(x,t) and uq(x) are known functions.

For fixed e > 0, the problem (1.1) is called the Stefan problem with kinetic condition.
At the one-space-dimensional case this problem had been considered in [1] and [2], and,
recently, with special two-dimensional geometries in [3] or, under strong technical con-
ditions in [4] for any space dimensions by using Nash's implicit function theorem as in

[5].
For e = 0, the problem (1.1) without initial condition is called the Hele-Shaw prob-

lem. Its classical existence in the two-dimensional case was considered in [6] and [7],
respectively, in Holder space and in analytic function space.

In this work we prove that for fixed s > 0 the problem has a unique classical solution.
At the same time we get uniform estimates with respect to s > 0 which ensure that the
solutions converge to the solution with e = 0 when e goes to zero. So our result also
provides a proof of the classical existence of a local solution for the Hele-Shaw problem
with kinetic condition at the free boundary in any space dimensions.

The final session of the European Scientific Foundation meeting on "Problems with
Regularized Free Boundaries" (Oxford, December 1993) was a general discussion of ten
open questions related to the Hele-Shaw problem that the participants thought partic-
ularly interesting. Our problem arises from the ninth one (see [8]) which asks if the
zero-specific-heat limit in the classical sense of the Stefan problem is the Hele-Shaw
problem. In [9] we had proved that the Hele-Shaw problem with the Gibbs-Thomson
relation which includes surface tension as well as a kinetic condition at the free boundary
is the zero-specific-heat limit in the classical sense of the Stefan problem with the same
free boundary conditions in any space dimensions.

Following the idea of [5], we introduce a (unknown) distance function p{co,t), u> =
(u>\,u)2) £ K2, t > 0, to describe the free boundary. More precisely, suppose Tj nr0 = 0.
For the points on the surface r0, we introduce coordinates u> = (wi, 0^2); we also denote
by x{ui) G To and n(oj) the unit exterior normal to F0.

Let 70 be a given positive number such that the surface {x = x(uj)±n(ui)^f, 0 < 7 < 70}
has no self-intersection and does not intersect Fx. Let p(uj, t) be a smooth function defined
on F0 x [0, T] such that p{u>, 0) = 0 and max |p(oj, £)| < 7o/4. We denote by flpT the region
bounded by the planes t = 0, T, surface T it and Ypt — {(x, t): x = x(w) + p(ui, t)n(co)}.
The problem (1.1) can be written as follows:

edtu — Au = 0 in flpr, (1-2)
u = g{x,t) onF1T, (1.3)

du
— +u = 0 on YpT, (1.4)
an
Vn = u on rpT, (1.5)

u(x,0)=uo(x) on t = 0. (1.6)

In the next section we use a Hanzawa diffeomorphism to change the problem (1.2)-
(1.6) into a cylindrical domain and straighten the free boundary. In Sec. 3, we prove the
existence of a solution to problem (1.2)—(1.6) and get a uniform estimate with respect
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to e > 0 following the ideas in [6] and [9]. In the last section, we prove the convergence
theorem.

2. Straighten the free boundary and main results. To prove the solvability of
the problem (1.2)—(1.6), it is convenient to reduce it to a problem in a fixed domain. To
this end, we use the Hanzawa diffeomorphism presented in [5]. Suppose 70 introduced
above is so small that the mapping x: To x [—70,7o] —* K3 defined by the rule x(lu, A) =
x(w) + \n(uj) is regular and one-to-one. Let the range of this mapping be

N0 = {x(u, A); (w, A) € F0 x [-70,70]}-

The inverse mapping from No to r0 x [—70,70] is defined as follows: x —> (to(x), X(x)).
We set

</5W(w,A) = Vxa;i(a:)|x=a.(fa))A), i = 1,2,

<^(3)(w, A) = VxA(aOU=x(u,,A),

from which we can see that dfl € C3+a reduces to ip^(uj,A) € C2+Q(r0 x [—70,70]))
i = 1,2,3. We shall show below that for sufficiently small T, the free boundary surface
rpT can be described by the equation

hp{x, t) = X(x) - p(u(x),t) = 0.

This makes it possible to compute the normal velocity for T(t):

dtp
Vn{oJ,t) = I Vx/ip x=x(uj,p(uj,t))

We note that by construction </?(3)(w,0) = n(u>) is orthogonal to (cj, 0), j = 1,2.
Further, let x(A) € C°°([—70,70]) be such that

X(A) = 0, in |A| > |7o,

X(A) = 1, in |A| < j7o,

X'(A) < 37(71.

Then 1 + x'(A)/z > | if ImI < 7o/4-
For any p(w,t) € C2'1^?'), with p|t=o = 0 and maxr0T |p| < 70/4, we define the

Hanzawa diffeomorphism

V:^x[0,T]^R3x[0,T]

in the manner (x,t) = £pr{y,t) with

(x = V, if dist(y,r0) > §70,
= x(u) + [ri + x{v)p(u,t)\n(uj), if dist(y,r0) < 370,

where y = y(u, 77) is in the neighborhood N0 of r0 and (w, rj) are local coordinates of y
in JV0. In local coordinates of iV0 x [0, T], we have

£pt{oj, rj-, t) = (u,rj+ xiv)p(v, *); <) = (w- A; t),

where A = rj + x(ji)p{u,i).
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D—lThe transformation l~T takes the noncylindrical domain flpT to the cylindrical domain
fix = x [0,T]. In the following, we make the change of variables (x,t) = £pT(y,t) and
let

Notice that

If we define

v(y,t) = u(epT(y,t)).

r)ii 2
0^ = {\Vxhp\2dvv - 'Y^dUJip\ip{l\io,p)\2dUiv)/\S/xhp

Sp = \Vxhp\2 = 1 + ^2dUipip<-l)(w,p)
i—l

then problem (1.2)—(1.6) becomes

edtv — Cpv = 0 in fir, (2.1)
v = g(y,t) on r1T, (2.2)

v(y,0)=uo(y) on t = 0, (2.3)
2

Spdvv ~^2dLJip\<pM(uj,p)\2dLi,iv + Sl/2v = 0 on Tot, (2.4)
2—1

dtp = SxJ2v on r0T. (2.5)

Here

A „ d2 V'U ,. i)
p ^ ap dyidyj Gp % '

1,0 = 1 2, J = 1

ap ~ ^x{(-pJ-)i ' ^s(^pT').?l(x1t)=4p7'(l/.t)

= djj (/?, Vwp)

ap = — ̂ x(^pT0i|(x,t)=fp7-(j/,t)

= az{p, V^p, D^p, edtp),

and alj\t=o = Stj, 8ij = 1 if i = j, Sij = 0 for i / j, alp\t=o = 0 because the transformation
£pt is the identity at t = 0.

For 0 < a < 1, define the function space of p(w,t),

D = {pe (72+«.1+a/2(r0T)|p(o;,0) = 0,|p|L=o(rOT) < 7o/4,

|p|s([o,r];C2+«,(r0) < Mo, |<9tp|Loo(r0T) < 2M0,

P^lc-.-/2(r0r) ^ ^,|e1+a/2atp|c-.-/=»(r0T) ^ iV>-

where 70 is determined before, B([0, T]; C2+Q(ro)) denotes the Banach space of bounded
functions from [0,T] with values in C2+Q(r0), M0 = |g|L=°(roT) + luo|L~(fi); and T and
N are to be determined later on. We will find that the choice of N depends only on
known data and is independent of the choice of T. Set

\p\d = |p|s([o,T];C2+°(r0) + |cMz,°°(r0T) + \D2p\c*-<*/2{r0T) + k1+a/2dtPlc°.<»/2(roT)-
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It is seen that D is a closed convex set in the Banach space C2+a'1+Q/2(roT)- Notice
that for any £ G M3,

^i|£|2 < aytitj < cr2|^|2,

where the positive numbers o\ and <72 do not depend on e. Suppose

T0 G C3+a, (2.6)

g(x,t) G C2+Q'1+Q/2(r1T), (2.7)

U0(x) G C2+a(ft), (2.8)

and the consistency conditions

dnu0 + uq = 0 on r0, (2.9)

g(x,0) = u0(x) onTi, (2.10)

dtg(x,0) = Auo(x) = 0 on IV (2-11)

Theorem 2.1. Under the conditions (2.6)—(2.11), for fixed e > 0, the problem (2.1)-
(2.5) has a unique solution p = pe G D.

Here we suppose that p is the unique unknown because once p is known, then v can
be determined.

3. The proof of Theorem 2.1. The idea of the proof for the uniqueness is the same
as in [6]; we omit the details.

For given p G D,£pt is well-defined. Let v(y,t) be the solution of (2.1)-(2.4) that
depends on p and e. It is obvious that for fixed e > 0 and given p, problem (2.1)-(2.4)
has a unique solution v(y,t) G (72+a'1+0/2(f2-r). In order to get a uniform estimate with
respect to e > 0 we let, for 0 < t < T,

t = et, 0 < t < e-1T = T£, (3.1)

define h{u>,r) = p(lo,£t) and W(y,r) = v(y,sr); therefore dTh = sdtp and dTW = edtv.
Under the change (3.1), problem (2.1)-(2.4) becomes

dTW - ChW = 0 infiTe, (3.2)
W(y,r) = g(y,£T) = G(y,r) on r^, (3.3)
W(y,0)=u0(y) ont = 0, (3.4)

2

ShdvW -^2dUih\<p^(u,h)\2dUiW + Sl/2W = 0 onr0Te, (3.5)
2— 1

where

k~^iahdyldyJ ^ahdy

ah = aij(h, Vw/i),

alh = di(h, Vuh, D2uh,dTh).
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Considering

\dTh(u,Ti) - dTh(co,T2)\ _ e\dtp(u,ti) - dtp(w,t2)\
V\ ~ T2\a/2 £~al2\t\ - t2\a/2

we have dTh G Ca'a'2(ToTe)t and by the definition of the function set D we know

\h,Vuh,Dlh,dTh\Lo*{nTc) < 3M0,

\h, Dlh,dTh\Ca,a/2(QTi) < 3{MQ + N);

therefore,

|VF|//oo(qt j < M0 (by the maximum principle), (3.6)

IW\Ca,a/3(nTt) < C(M0)Ma = C(Ma), (3.7)

|H^|C2+«,i+a/2(nrj < C(Mo,N)M2+a = C(M2+a, N), (3.8)

where

Mo = |G|Loo(p1Tj + |uo|i<»(n)

= lfflL~(riT) + Iuo|l=(q)>
Ma = |G|ca.,a/2(riTe) + |uo|c"(n)

< |<7|c<w»(r1T) + |uolc°(n))

M2 + a = |G|C2+a,l+o/2(riTt) + |Wo|c2 + a(Q)

< l3lc2+°'1+°/2(r1T) + lwolc2+°(n)

if e < 1. C(Ma) and C(M2+a, N) do not depend on Te because the maximum of \W\ does
not depend on Te, and other seminorms in C2+a'l+a^2{VlTe) depend on the maximum of
\W\ but they are independent of Te according to the parabolic theorem. The estimates
(3.6)-(3.8) indicate that

Ml~(s"2t) < Mo, (3.9)

luls([o,r];Ca(n)) + \£a/2v\c°-°/2(nT) — C(Ma), (3.10)

MB([o,r];c2+»(n)) — C{M2+Q,N). (3-11)

The next step is to find a p(ui,t) by the condition (2.5). For known p G D and v
determined above, let ~p be the solution of the periodic Cauchy problem of the first-order
partial differential equation

dtp = v{ui,t) l + ^\v{-i){u,p)\2pl. in r0T, (3.12)
i=i

p(w,0)=0 on t — 0. (3.13)

Here we used the relation tp^ ■ = 0 (see [10]) and denote v{w,t) = v(x,£)|xer0 by
v(u,t).

Lemma 3.1. There exists a T > 0 such that for each p e D, there exists a unique solution
~p € D to the problem (3.12) and (3.13).
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The proof of Lemma 3.1. The uniqueness can easily be seen by observing that the
difference of two solutions of (3.12) and (3.13) satisfies a linear first-order equation.

Let (fig , i = 1,2 and vs be the molifications of ip^(ui,p(u>,t)) and v{uj,t) in the
variable to = so that

(astf-O), i = 1,2,

Ivs - wls([o,r];C2+a(r0)) —> 0 (as <5 —> 0),

\ea/2vs - £a/2v\Ca,a/2(Qt) —> 0 (as 5 -> 0).

Suppose that ~psx is the unique solution of the following periodic Cauchy problem of the
parabolic equation

dtPs\ = vs
\

I + + inr0T, (3.14)
i=1

pS\ = 0 on t = 0, (3.15)

where A > 0 is a small parameter, and is the Laplace operator in R2.
Construct comparison functions ±Mo<; here Mo is from the estimate (3.9). Prom the

comparison principle (see [11], p. 52) we have

|P«Ali~(r0T) - MoT; (3.16)
consequently, we choose T to be small enough such that

|P5AlL°°(rvr) < 7o/4. (3-17)
To obtain further estimates, we differentiate Eq. (3.14) with respect to Wj,j = 1,2,

and set pj = duljpjX,ptj = duidu,psx,i,j = 1,2. Then

dtPj = {dUjvs)
\

i+J2^s)\2Pt
i= 1

1/22 / 2

+vs ■ Qwivfpi + wffpipij)/ (1 + w{s]\2Pi
i=1 V 1=1 /

+ AA uPj, j = 1,2.
Multiply the above equation by 2pj and sum with respect to j. Notice that

2
25>i* = (pi+pD-

3-1

Set P = p\ + p\ and notice that

l + $>fl2Pi <C(P+1), J = 1,2,
2—1

\ / 2 \ 1/2
/ I i i i,„W|2„2

2pj (^Wj V(5 ) 4

2Pivs ((Ps)d"ilPs)P2i ] / ( 1 + S I - CP' J = 2'
W=1 / \ i=l
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and
2 2

^2 2Pj^Pj = a up- pij <
i= 1 i,j = l

The above calculations reduce to

ftP < AA„P + iITiSfe^a"'F + C'F + (3.18)
,fV,0) = 0,

where Cj,i = 1,2, are constants that are independent of A and pi,ptj,P. Notice that
| (i) |2

vs ^1+y<2 \ («)|2 2)1/2' ^ 2, are also bounded functions. So if we choose C = C(M2+a,

./V) big enough, and let C(M2+a, N)t be the comparison function, then

P <C{M2+a,N)T. (3.19)
Similarly, by differentiating (3.14) twice with respect to LOi and = 1,2, and

using the estimate (3.19) we can get

\Dlpsx\<C(M2+a,N)T. (3.20)

Since vs and ipg , i = 1,2, are C°° in the variables and u>2, we can use successive
differentiations in their variables and the comparison function as before to get L°°-
estimates on D^p6X depending on S but not on A. Hence we can let A —> 0 in (3.14) to
get that there exists p3 such that dUJtp6x —> dUJip6 = qi,dUidUjpsx —> dUidUjps = q^ and

'dtqij ~ ELi vMk)\2^ d q = F in r0T,
yi+ELi Ivi I2?? (3.21)

^ Qij 11—0 = 0 (2,^ = 1,2),

where the functions Fij = Fij(td,t) are functions given in terms of v§, D^vs,

Vu<Ps\ Dl^\ qi, q^, i,j = 1,2.
In order to get the Holder regularity of q^ with respect to w, we introduce the char-

acteristics of (3.21):

' ^£1 - ^s\Al)\2n t. . f\
dt >/i+E?=i \Al)\2if ' ' (3.22)

,6(0) =w4, i = 1,2.

Suppose the solution of the above ordinary differential system is

£i=£i(u,t), i = 1,2.

Therefore,

/2x2 I ^0 \^u/J/2x2
= exPW hrf (w.TjdrL

where BAuj,t) = fs I g» (ui,t), i = 1,2. So if we let T be small enough, then

1- <
2 -

d£i
duiJ / 2x2

< 2.
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Rewriting the system (3.21) in integral form along the characteristics, we have, for
any u>, Hi £ I2, 0 < t < T,

rl
< C7JO

2

Y2 IM£(a,>r)>r) - 9ij(C(w,r),r)I + |£(w,t) - f(w,r)|
i,j=1

dr,

where C is independent of 5.
Summing up the above inequality with respect to i and j using the Gronwall inequality,

we can obtain that there is a constant C that is independent of 6, but depends on M2+a
and TV, such that

\lij lc([o,T];c<»(ro)) ^ C(M2+a, N)T, i,j = 1,2. (3.23)

By the equation

dtPs = vs

we know that

i + (3-24)
i=i

\dtPs\L~(r0T) < M0[l + C(M2+a,N)T\,

l^tP«5ls([0,T];C°(r0)) < C(Ma)[l + C(M2+a, N)T],

If T is small enough such that

C(M2+a,N)T< 1, (3.25)

we have the following estimates:

\dtPs\L°°(r0T) - 2M), (3.26)

l^tPils([o,T];cQ(r0)) ̂  2C(Ma), (3.27)

where N is to be determined later on, which will be independent of T.
The estimates (3.16), (3.19), (3.20), and (3.23) reduce to

\Ps li?([0,T];C2+a (Fo)) ̂  Mo (3.28)

if T is small enough.
Applying the following interpolation inequality, where the embedding constant Ca is

independent of T (see [13], Lemma 5.1.1),

|Vw^5|cO,l + a/2(roT) + \D^PS\C0,o,/2(Tot)

< Ca(|Pals([0,T];C2+°(r0)) + l^tPlB([0,T];C»(r0))) (3.29)

<Ca[M0 + 2C(Ma)].

Combining (3.28) and (3.29) we obtain

|Vu;A5|Cl + Q,(l + oO/2(roT) + \Dlp5\Ca,o./1(^0T)

< M0+ Ca [M0 + 2C(Ma)] = Ni.
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Multiplying (3.24) by ea!2 to get

ea'2dt-p& = (sa/2vs) 1 + I>4°12(^)2' (3.31)
i= 1

and recalling the estimates (3.10) and (3.30) we have

\£a/2dtps\cc,a/2{roT) < C(Ma){ 1 + Mo + CQ[Mo + 2C(Ma)}} = N2.

So we can choose N = max{iVi, iV2}, and then let T be small enough such that (3.25) is
true.

Passing to the limit as S —> 0, through an appropriate subsequence, we obtain a
function ~p £ D, which turns out to be the (unique) solution to (3.12), (3.13), and still
satisfies the estimates (3.17), (3.26), (3.28), and (3.30), (3.31).

Define a mapping T: D —> D by

Hp) = p-
If we consider the uniform topology in D, then D is a closed, convex, and compact subset
of the Banach space C2+0:'1+0!/2(CIt)- The continuity of T follows by compactivity of D
and the uniqueness of the mapping T. Therefore the Shauder fixed point theorem yields
the existence of

p = ?{p) G D,

which solves the problem (2.1)-(2.5).
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1 as well as Theorem 2.1.

4. The convergence of the solutions. In the previous section we have proved
that the problem (2.1)—(2.5) has a unique solution p — p£(u>, t) £ D for fixed e > 0. Let
v — ve. Then (ve,pe) satisfy

3 d2veedtv£ - ^2 MPe,V.pE)
i,j=1

3

dyidy-j

dyi+ 22 ai(p£,VUJp£,Dlp£,edtp£)~^ 0 in ttT, (4.1)
i,j=1

vs=g(y,t) onr1T, (4.2)

vE(y,0) = u0(y) on t = 0, (4.3)
2

SPtdvv£ - pe)fdUiv£ + SlJ2ve = 0 on Tqt, (4.4)
i= 1

dtp£ = SlJ2ve onr0T, (4.5)

and uniform estimates

lftlB([0,T];C2+°(ro)) ̂  C' (4-6)
\&tpE Is([o,t];cq(r0)) < C, (4.7)

l^lB([0,T];C2+°(n)) - C- (4.8)
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Theorem 4.1. Under the assumptions (2.6)—(2.11),
(1) (The convergence of free boundaries) there is a function

p(w,t) e 5([0, T}; C2+a(r0)), dtp e B([0,T\-,Ca(r0))

such that

pe -» p in C([0,T]; C2+/3(r0)), 0 < (3 < a. (4.9)

(2) (The convergence of solutions) If Auo(x) = 0 in f2, then

|dtUeU°o(fiT) < C. (4.10)

Moreover, there is a function v(x,t) € B([0,T]; C2+Q(f2)) such that

in C([0,T];C2+/3(n)). (4.11)

(3) (v, p) is the classical solution for the Hele-Shaw problem with a kinetic condition
at the free boundary.

Proof. (1) (4.9) follows by the estimates (4.6) and (4.7) and Simon's compact theorem
(see [12], Corollary 4, p. 85).

(2) In order to get (4.10), let us go back to the (x,t) coordinates

edtue - Aue — 0 in £Ipt, (4-12)
u£=g(x,t) on Tit, (4.13)
ue(x, 0) = uo(x) on t = 0, (4-14)
du
—L + Ue = 0 on Tpt, (4.15)

Vn = ue on I>. (4.16)

Here us(x,t) = ve{l~T(x,t)) and by (4.8),

lUelc([0,T];C2+°(Q(t))) - (4-17)
Differentiating with respect to t in (4.12)-(4.15), we have

edt{dtue) - A(dtue) = 0 in flpT, (4-18)
dtuE = dtg(x,t) on riT, (4.19)

dtue = 0 on t = 0, (4.20)
d(dtuE)

+ dtu£ + Vn
„ . due
V ( -t— + u(andn

Substituting (4.16) into the last equality to get

= 0. (4.21)

d{dtue)
—  + dtuE = -ue

on
v-, i 9u£V I -x b u£

an
on Tpx, (4.22)

and applying the maximum principle to the system (4.18)-(4.20) and (4.22), using (4.17)
we get

|dtue|Loo(QpT) < C(\dtg\L°°(r1T) + luelc([o,T];c2(fi(t)))) < C\

here C is independent of e > 0.
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Considering

d£~r
dtus = dtv£ + Vyve ■

we get

\dtVe\L°°(nT) < \dtue\L<*> + C\Vyv\L~\dtp£\L°o < C, (4.23)

where C is independent of e > 0. From the estimates (4.8) and (4.23) we get (4.11) by
the use of Simon's compact theorem again.

(3) From (4.5) we know that

dtpE^dtp in C([0, T]; C1+^(Fo)). (4.24)

Letting e —> 0 in (4.1), (4.2), (4.4), and (4.5) we get

_ . d2v t t-.2 \ dv .~ 2L, ^(p,^^,p,D^p) — = 0 .n fiT,
i,j=i yi yi i,j=i yi

v = g(x,t) on Fir,
2

- *Y^dUi\^%](,u,p)\2dUiv + = 0 on Tor,
i=1

dtP = SlJ\ on r0T.

This system means that (f,p) is the classical solution of the Hele-Shaw problem with a
kinetic condition at the free boundary.

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Remark. The Auo(:r) = 0 in fi is the necessary condition for the convergence of

solutions because the solution of the Hele-Shaw problem must satisfy this condition.
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